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The Interlinear Bible Hebrew Greek
English English Hebrew And Greek
Edition
Jay P. Green, Sr., editor Displays Hebrew, Aramaic,
and Greek words with literal, accurate English
meaning placed under each Hebrew and Greek word
Interlinear form Strong's cross-reference numbers
Literal translation in left margin 976 pp.
The only complete interlinear Bible available in
English-and it's keyed to Strong's Exhaustive
Concordance! Thousands of pastors, students, and
laypeople have found The Interlinear Bible to be a
time-saving tool for researching the subtle nuances
and layers of meaning within the original biblical
languages. Featuring the complete Hebrew and
Greek texts with a direct English rendering below
each word, it also includes The Literal Translation of
the Bible in the outside column. But what truly sets
this resource apart are the Strong's numbers printed
directly above the Hebrew and Greek words.
Strong's numbers enable even those with no prior
knowledge of Greek or Hebrew to easily access a
wealth of language reference works keyed to
Strong's-Greek/Hebrew dictionaries, analytical
lexicons, concordances, word studies, and more.
The Hebrew is based on the Masoretic Text and the
Greek is from the Textus Receptus. The sources of
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the texts are documented in the preface, and are
essentially the same (with some minor variations) to
the Hebrew and Greek texts used by the KJV
translators. Only a small minority of Bible students
ever achieve the ability to read the original biblical
languages. This resource offers a non-threatening
tool for those lacking language training to begin
exploring the languages of Scripture. Conveniently
includes the entire Hebrew and Greek text of the
Bible in one place Offering a concise, literal
translation of each Greek and Hebrew word, it's a
great jumping off point for in-depth Bible study and
text analysis. This Bible displays all the Hebrew,
Aramaic, and Greek words of the Bible in the
Masoretic Hebrew Text and the Received Greek
Text, with literal, accurate English meanings placed
directly under each original word in interlinear form,
with Strong's Concordance numbers over each
original word, enabling the Bible student (whether
knowing the original languages or not) to refer to all
lexicons and concordances that have also been
coded with Strong's numbers. 2,936 pages, bound in
a bonded leather over boards hardback edition. This
new edition has been much improved by a new
typesetting of the New Testament (Volume IV), with
larger print, the left marginal column containing a
newly revised Literal Translation of the Bible (2000),
and a right marginal column containing the
Authorized/King James Version (1769). The three
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volume Old Testament is an exact reprint of the
1985 Hendrickson Publishers Edition. The Old
Testament does not yet have the 1769 King James
Version. The only complete Interlinear Bible is now
fully keyed to Strong's Concordance numbers. The
Strong's numbering above each Hebrew and Greek
word - along with the Interlinear text and marginal
literal English Translation and the 1769 Authorized
King James Version - opens a treasure house of
Bible study possibilities for those who wish to
understand the Scripture better. It's use will allow the
novice student to read the original text without losing
valuable time to look up the meaning of the Hebrew
& Greek words in the Hebrew & Greek lexicons.
There is no substitute for a first hand knowledge of
the original text. However since only a small minority
of Bible students retain an easy reading
comprehension of the original text, the Interlinear
Bible is a welcome aid to Bible students, laymen,
and pastors who wish to continue working with the
original languages.
The New Testament volume of "The Interlinear Bible
Hebrew-Greek-English" The "Interlinear GreekEnglish New Testament " is keyed to"Strong's
Exhaustive Concordance." Thousands of pastors,
students, and laypeople have found it to be a timesaving tool for researching the subtle nuances and
layers of meaning within the original Greek.
Featuring the Greek texts with a direct English
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rendering below each word, it also includes "The
Literal Translation of the Bible" in the outside
column. But what truly sets this resource apart are
the Strong's numbers printed directly above the
Greek words. Strong's numbers enable even those
with no prior knowledge of Greek to easily access a
wealth of language reference works keyed to
Strong's--Greek dictionaries, analytical lexicons,
concordances, word studies, and more. Only a small
minority of Bible students ever achieve the ability to
read the original biblical Greek. This resource offers
a non-threatening tool for those lacking language
training to begin exploring the language of the New
Testament. - Conveniently includes the entire Greek
text of the New Testament in one place - Offering a
concise, literal translation of each Greek word, it's a
great jumping off point for in-depth New Testament
study and text analysis. FAQ - How large is the
type? --7-point
The Interlinear Hebrerw Greek English Bible - Larger
Print The only complete interlinear Bible available in
English-and it's keyed to Strong's Exhaustive
Concordance! Thousands of pastors, students, and
laypeople have found The Interlinear Bible to be a
time-saving tool for researching the subtle nuances
and layers of meaning within the original biblical
languages. Featuring the complete Hebrew and
Greek texts with a direct English rendering below
each word, it also includes The Literal Translation of
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the Bible in the outside column. But what truly sets
this resource apart are the Strong's numbers printed
directly above the Hebrew and Greek words.
Strong's numbers enable even those with no prior
knowledge of Greek or Hebrew to easily access a
wealth of language reference works keyed to
Strong's-Greek/Hebrew dictionaries, analytical
lexicons, concordances, word studies, and more.
Only a small minority of Bible students ever achieve
the ability to read the original biblical languages. This
resource offers a non-threatening tool for those
lacking language training to begin exploring the
languages of Scripture. Offering a concise, literal
translation of each Greek and Hebrew word, it's a
great jumping off point for in-depth Bible study and
text analysis. This Bible displays all the Hebrew,
Aramaic, and Greek words of the Bible in the
Masoretic Hebrew Text and the Received Greek
Text, with literal, accurate English meanings placed
directly under each original word in interlinear form,
with Strong's Concordance numbers over each
original word, enabling the Bible student (whether
knowing the original languages or not) to refer to all
lexicons and concordances that have also been
coded with Strong's numbers. 2,936 pages, bound in
a bonded leather over boards hardback edition. This
new edition has been much improved by a new
typesetting of the New Testament (Volume IV), with
larger print, the left marginal column containing a
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newly revised Literal Translation of the Bible (2000),
and a right marginal column containing the
Authorized/King James Version (1769). Jay P.
Green, Sr. (1918-) is Translator and Editor of The
Interlinear Hebrew-Greek-English Bible and the
translator of the Modern King James Version of the
Holy Bible, The Teenage Version of the Holy Bible,
and the Literal translation of the Holy Bible. He has
written numerous books on textual criticism.
Jay P. Green Sr., Editor The Interlinear Bible is the
only Bible to include all the Hebrew and Greek texts
of the Bible along with a literal translation below
each Hebrew and Greek word. This edition has
added a Lexicon with all the Hebrew and Greek
words of the Bible showing you the translation given
and also cross-reference other possible translations
for that Hebrew or Greek word in the lexicon, all in
one binding. The Strong's numbers enable any user
of this Bible to do extensive research using any of
the Bible study tools now numbered to Strong's
Dictionary. This edition includes new revisions and
typesetting of the Gospels. The included lexicons are
page cross referenced to; 1) B-D-B Hebrew Lexicon,
and Arndt Gingrich and Thayers Greek Lexicons,
Kittel's Theological Dictionary. The Hebrew and
Greek texts are the same texts used for the KJV.
The cheaper and outdated Hendrickson edition does
not include the lexicon or any revisions since 1985.
BibleHendrickson Pub
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The only complete interlinear Bible available in Englishand it's keyed to Strong's Exhaustive Concordance!
Thousands of pastors, students, and laypeople have
found The Interlinear Bible to be a time-saving tool for
researching the subtle nuances and layers of meaning
within the original biblical languages. Featuring the
complete Hebrew and Greek texts with a direct English
rendering below each word, it also includes The Literal
Translation of the Bible in the outside column. But what
truly sets this resource apart are the Strong's numbers
printed directly above the Hebrew and Greek words.
Strong's numbers enable even those with no prior
knowledge of Greek or Hebrew to easily access a wealth
of language reference works keyed to Strong'sGreek/Hebrew dictionaries, analytical lexicons,
concordances, word studies, and more. The Hebrew is
based on the Masoretic Text and the Greek is from the
Textus Receptus. The sources of the texts are
documented in the preface, and are essentially the same
(with some minor variations) to the Hebrew and Greek
texts used by the KJV translators. Only a small minority
of Bible students ever achieve the ability to read the
original biblical languages. This resource offers a nonthreatening tool for those lacking language training to
begin exploring the languages of Scripture. [
Conveniently includes the entire Hebrew and Greek text
of the Bible in one place [ Offering a concise, literal
translation of each Greek and Hebrew word, it's a great
jumping off point for in-depth Bible study and text
analysis. This Bible displays all the Hebrew, Aramaic,
and Greek words of the Bible in the Masoretic Hebrew
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Text and the Received Greek Text, with literal, accurate
English meanings placed directly under each original
word in interlinear form, with Strong's Concordance
numbers over each original word, enabling the Bible
student (whether knowing the original languages or not)
to refer to all lexicons and concordances that have also
been coded with Strong's numbers. 2,936 pages, bound
in a bonded leather over boards hardback edition. This
new edition has been much improved by a new
typesetting of the New Testament (Volume IV), with
larger print, the left marginal column containing a newly
revised Literal Translation of the Bible (2000), and a right
marginal column containing the Authorized/King James
Version (1769). The three volume Old Testament is an
exact reprint of the 1985 Hendrickson Publishers Edition.
The Old Testament does not yet have the 1769 King
James Version. The only complete Interlinear Bible is
now fully keyed to Strong's Concordance numbers. The
Strong's numbering above each Hebrew and Greek word
- along with the Interlinear text and marginal literal
English Translation and the 1769 Authorized King James
Version - opens a treasure house of Bible study
possibilities for those who wish to understand the
Scripture better. It's use will allow the novice student to
read the original text without losing valuable time to look
up the meaning of the Hebrew & Greek words in the
Hebrew & Greek lexicons. There is no substitute for a
first hand knowledge of the original text. However since
only a small minority of Bible students retain an easy
reading comprehension of the original text, the Interlinear
Bible is a welcome aid to Bible students, laymen, and
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pastors who wish to continue working with the original
languages. Jay P. Green, Sr. (1918-2008) is Translator
and Editor of The Interlinear Hebrew-Greek-English Bible
and the translator of the Modern King James Version of
the Holy Bible, The Teenage Version of the Holy Bible,
and the Literal translation of the Holy Bible. He has
written numerous books on textual criticism. Maurice A.
Robinson (PhD) is Associate Professor of Greek at
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary in Wake
Forest, South Carolina.
Jay P. Green Sr., Editor The Interlinear Bible is the only
Bible to include all the Hebrew and Greek texts of the
Bible along with a literal translation below each Hebrew
and Greek word. This edition has added a Lexicon with
all the Hebrew and Greek words of the Bible showing
you the translation given and also cross-reference other
possible translations for that Hebrew or Greek word in
the lexicon, all in one binding. The Strong's numbers
enable any user of this Bible to do extensive research
using any of the Bible study tools now numbered to
Strong's Dictionary. New Testament volume was revised
in 2000 to update it and add the KJV text in a third
column. The included lexicons are page cross
referenced to; 1) B-D-B Hebrew Lexicon, and Arndt
Gingrich and Thayers Greek Lexicons, Kittel's
Theological Dictionary. The Hebrew and Greek texts are
the same texts used for the KJV. The cheaper and
outdated Hendrickson edition does not include the
lexicon or any revisions since 1985.
Featuring the interlinear text as a third translation, this
interlinear Greek and English New Testament sets the
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New American Standard Bible side by side with the New
International Version. It includes a Greek/English
dictionary keyed to G/K numbers for easy accessibility to
all users, as well as parsing and G/K numbers for each
word
The only complete interlinear Bible available in
English--and it's keyed to "Strong's Exhaustive
Concordance" Thousands of pastors, students, and
laypeople have found "The Interlinear Bible" to be a timesaving tool for researching the subtle nuances and layers
of meaning within the original biblical languages.
Featuring the complete Hebrew and Greek texts with a
direct English rendering below each word, it also
includes "The Literal Translation of the Bible" in the
outside column. But what truly sets this resource apart
are the Strong's numbers printed directly above the
Hebrew and Greek words. Strong's numbers enable
even those with no prior knowledge of Greek or Hebrew
to easily access a wealth of language reference works
keyed to Strong's--Greek/Hebrew dictionaries, analytical
lexicons, concordances, word studies, and more. The
Hebrew is based on the Masoretic Text and the Greek is
from the Textus Receptus. The sources of the texts are
documented in the preface, and are essentially the same
(with some minor variations) to the Hebrew and Greek
texts used by the KJV translators. Only a small minority
of Bible students ever achieve the ability to read the
original biblical languages. This resource offers a nonthreatening tool for those lacking language training to
begin exploring the languages of Scripture. Conveniently includes the entire Hebrew and Greek text
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of the Bible in one place - Offering a concise, literal
translation of each Greek and Hebrew word, it's a great
jumping off point for in-depth Bible study and text
analysis. FAQ - How large is the type? --7-point
Entire four-volume set in one-volume! The only complete
interlinear Bible available in English--and it's keyed to
"Strong's Exhaustive Concordance"! Thousands of
pastors, students, and laypeople have found "The
Interlinear Bible" to be a time-saving tool for researching
the subtle nuances and layers of meaning within the
original biblical languages. Featuring the complete
Hebrew and Greek texts with a direct English rendering
below each word, it also includes "The Literal Translation
of the Bible" in the outside column. But what truly sets
this resource apart are the Strong's numbers printed
directly above the Hebrew and Greek words. Strong's
numbers enable even those with no prior knowledge of
Greek or Hebrew to easily access a wealth of language
reference works keyed to Strong's--Greek/Hebrew
dictionaries, analytical lexicons, concordances, word
studies, and more. The Hebrew is based on the
Masoretic Text and the Greek is from the Textus
Receptus. The sources of the texts are documented in
the preface, and are essentially the same (with some
minor variations) to the Hebrew and Greek texts used by
the KJV translators. Only a small minority of Bible
students ever achieve the ability to read the original
biblical languages. This resource offers a nonthreatening tool for those lacking language training to
begin exploring the languages of Scripture. Conveniently includes the entire Hebrew and Greek text
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of the Bible in one place - Offering a concise, literal
translation of each Greek and Hebrew word, it's a great
jumping off point for in-depth Bible study and text
analysis. FAQ - How large is the type? --5-point
This state-of-the-art reverse interlinear New Testament
shows the English as the top-line entry, with the Greek
text underneath it.
Larger Print Edition! The number one complaint about
the Interlinear Hebrew Greek English Bibles by Jay P.
Green, Sr. has been the size of the print. This new
printing is in a larger print size, much more readable for
long hours of study without the eye strain. This has all of
the content of the 4 Volume Interlinear Bible Set that has
been published since 1985 plus the 2000 New
Testament which adds an additional side column with the
KJV.. The only complete interlinear Bible available in
English-and it's keyed to Strong's Exhaustive
Concordance! Thousands of pastors, students, and
laypeople have found The Interlinear Bible to be a timesaving tool for researching the subtle nuances and layers
of meaning within the original biblical languages.
Featuring the complete Hebrew and Greek texts with a
direct English rendering below each word, it also
includes The Literal Translation of the Bible in the
outside column. But what truly sets this resource apart
are the Strong's numbers printed directly above the
Hebrew and Greek words. Strong's numbers enable
even those with no prior knowledge of Greek or Hebrew
to easily access a wealth of language reference works
keyed to Strong's-Greek/Hebrew dictionaries, analytical
lexicons, concordances, word studies, and more. The
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Hebrew is based on the Masoretic Text and the Greek is
from the Textus Receptus. The sources of the texts are
documented in the preface, and are essentially the same
(with some minor variations) to the Hebrew and Greek
texts used by the KJV translators. This Bible displays all
the Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek words of the Bible in
the Masoretic Hebrew Text and the Received Greek
Text, with literal, accurate English meanings placed
directly under each original word in interlinear form, with
Strong's Concordance numbers over each original word,
enabling the Bible student (whether knowing the original
languages or not) to refer to all lexicons and
concordances that have also been coded with Strong's
numbers. 2,936 pages, bound in a bonded leather over
boards hardback edition. This new edition has been
much improved by a new typesetting of the New
Testament (Volume IV), with larger print, the left
marginal column containing a newly revised Literal
Translation of the Bible (2000), and a right marginal
column containing the Authorized/King James Version
(1769). The three volume Old Testament is an exact
reprint of the 1985 Hendrickson Publishers Edition but in
larger print. The Old Testament does not yet have the
1769 King James Version. The only complete Interlinear
Bible is now fully keyed to Strong's Concordance
numbers. The Strong's numbering above each Hebrew
and Greek word - along with the Interlinear text and
marginal literal English Translation and the 1769
Authorized King James Version - opens a treasure
house of Bible study possibilities for those who wish to
understand the Scripture better. It's use will allow the
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novice student to read the original text without losing
valuable time to look up the meaning of the Hebrew &
Greek words in the Hebrew & Greek lexicons. There is
no substitute for a first hand knowledge of the original
text. However since only a small minority of Bible
students retain an easy reading comprehension of the
original text, the Interlinear Bible is a welcome aid to
Bible students, laymen, and pastors who wish to
continue working with the original languages. Jay P.
Green, Sr. (1918-) is Translator and Editor of The
Interlinear Hebrew-Greek-English Bible and the
translator of the Modern King James Version of the Holy
Bible, The Teenage Version of the Holy Bible, and the
Literal translation of the Holy Bible. He has written
numerous books on textual criticism.
This is The New Testament in the language of Jesus and
his countrymen of 1st century Israel, with a word for word
translation into English next to each Aramaic word.
Aramaic was used in Mel Gibson's film "The Passion of
the Christ" to make the film as realistic as possible. This
New Testament will surprise and thrill the reader with its
power and inspiration coming from the words of
"Yeshua" ("Jesus" in ancient Aramaic) as He originally
spoke them and a very literal English rendering. Much
evidence is presented demonstrating very powerfully that
The Peshitta Aramaic NT is the original behind The
Greek NT. There are many graphics and even photos
from Dead Sea Scrolls to illustrate an Aramaic verse and
how a reading was interpreted by a Greek translating the
text.620 pages.B&W Hardback 6x9".Pastor Dave is a
former high school science teacher with a proficiency in
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Hebrew, Greek and Aramaic and has been preaching &
teaching The Bible since 1976 in several churches in the
USA. His web site is aramaicnt.com
NEW! Paperback Edition at a New Affordable Price. The
only complete Interlinear Bible available in English?and
it's keyed to Strong's Exhaustive Concordance!
Thousands of pastors, students, and laypeople have
found The Interlinear Bible to be a time-saving tool for
researching the subtle nuances and layers of meaning
within the original biblical languages. Featuring the
complete Hebrew and Greek texts with a direct English
rendering below each word, it also includes The Literal
Translation of the Bible in the outside column. But what
truly sets this resource apart are the Strong's numbers
printed directly above the Hebrew and Greek words.
Strong's numbers enable even those with no prior
knowledge of Greek or Hebrew to easily access a wealth
of language reference works keyed to
Strong?s?Greek/Hebrew dictionaries, analytical lexicons,
concordances, word studies, and more.
The Hebrew-English Interlinear ESV Old Testament is an
essential volume for all who study the Old Testament in
the original Hebrew. On each page the Biblia Hebraica
Stuttgartensia (BHS) Hebrew text is laid out word-byword above an English gloss showing the basic meaning
and morphology of each word. For reference, the ESV
text is presented separately in a column alongside the
Hebrew and English gloss. The Hebrew-English
Interlinear ESV Old Testament also features important
notes from the BHS critical apparatus related to the
textual tradition of the ESV. This is an important resource
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for pastors, scholars, students, and others who regularly
work with the Hebrew Old Testament. Features: Size:
7.625" x 9.25" 8-point Minion Pro type 2,032 pages
Critical apparatus Smyth-sewn binding
The Interlinear Hebrerw Greek English Bible - Larger
Print is the only complete Interlinear Bible available in
English-and it's keyed to Strong's Exhaustive
Concordance! Thousands of pastors, students, and
laypeople have found The Interlinear Bible to be a timesaving tool for researching the subtle nuances and layers
of meaning within the original biblical languages.
Featuring the complete Hebrew and Greek texts with a
direct English rendering below each word, it also
includes The Literal Translation of the Bible in the
outside column. But what truly sets this resource apart
are the Strong's numbers printed directly above the
Hebrew and Greek words. Strong's numbers enable
even those with no prior knowledge of Greek or Hebrew
to easily access a wealth of language reference works
keyed to Strong's-Greek/Hebrew dictionaries, analytical
lexicons, concordances, word studies, and more. Only a
small minority of Bible students ever achieve the ability
to read the original biblical languages. This resource
offers a non-threatening tool for those lacking language
training to begin exploring the languages of Scripture.
Offering a concise, literal translation of each Greek and
Hebrew word, it's a great jumping off point for in-depth
Bible study and text analysis. This Bible displays all the
Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek words of the Bible in the
Masoretic Hebrew Text and the Received Greek Text,
with literal, accurate English meanings placed directly
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under each original word in interlinear form, with Strong's
Concordance numbers over each original word, enabling
the Bible student (whether knowing the original
languages or not) to refer to all lexicons and
concordances that have also been coded with Strong's
numbers. 2,936 pages, bound in a bonded leather over
boards hardback edition. This new edition has been
much improved by a new typesetting of the New
Testament (Volume IV), with larger print, the left
marginal column containing a newly revised Literal
Translation of the Bible (2000), and a right marginal
column containing the Authorized/King James Version
(1769). Jay P. Green, Sr. (1918-) is Translator and Editor
of The Interlinear Hebrew-Greek-English Bible and the
translator of the Modern King James Version of the Holy
Bible, The Teenage Version of the Holy Bible, and the
Literal translation of the Holy Bible. He has written
numerous books on textual criticism.
Great help for maintaining and enhancing
comprehension of Koine Greek. Useful in devotional and
exegetical study. Greek-English lexicon and New
Testament synonyms included.
Larger Print Edition! The number one complaint about
the Interlinear Hebrew Greek English Bibles by Jay P.
Green, Sr. has been the size of the type. This new
printing is in a larger type size, much more readable for
long hours of study without the eye strain. This has all of
the content of the 4 Volume Interlinear Bible Set that has
been published since 1985 and all the content of the
2000 Interlinear New Testament. The only complete
interlinear Bible available in English-and it's keyed to
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Strong's Exhaustive Concordance! Thousands of
pastors, students, and laypeople have found The
Interlinear Bible to be a time-saving tool for researching
the subtle nuances and layers of meaning within the
original biblical languages. Featuring the complete
Hebrew and Greek texts with a direct English rendering
below each word, it also includes The Literal Translation
of the Bible in the outside column. But what truly sets this
resource apart are the Strong's numbers printed directly
above the Hebrew and Greek words. Strong's numbers
enable even those with no prior knowledge of Greek or
Hebrew to easily access a wealth of language reference
works keyed to Strong's-Greek/Hebrew dictionaries,
analytical lexicons, concordances, word studies, and
more. The Hebrew is based on the Masoretic Text and
the Greek is from the Textus Receptus. The sources of
the texts are documented in the preface, and are
essentially the same (with some minor variations) to the
Hebrew and Greek texts used by the KJV translators.
Only a small minority of Bible students ever achieve the
ability to read the original biblical languages. This
resource offers a non-threatening tool for those lacking
language training to begin exploring the languages of
Scripture. . Offering a concise, literal translation of each
Greek and Hebrew word, it's a great jumping off point for
in-depth Bible study and text analysis. This Bible
displays all the Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek words of
the Bible in the Masoretic Hebrew Text and the Received
Greek Text, with literal, accurate English meanings
placed directly under each original word in interlinear
form, with Strong's Concordance numbers over each
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original word, enabling the Bible student (whether
knowing the original languages or not) to refer to all
lexicons and concordances that have also been coded
with Strong's numbers. 2,936 pages, bound in a bonded
leather over boards hardback edition. This new edition
has been much improved by a new typesetting of the
New Testament (Volume IV), with larger print, the left
marginal column containing a newly revised Literal
Translation of the Bible (2000), and a right marginal
column containing the Authorized/King James Version
(1769). The three volume Old Testament is an exact
reprint of the 1985 Hendrickson Publishers Edition but in
larger print. The Old Testament does not yet have the
1769 King James Version. The only complete Interlinear
Bible is now fully keyed to Strong's Concordance
numbers. The Strong's numbering above each Hebrew
and Greek word - along with the Interlinear text and
marginal literal English Translation and the 1769
Authorized King James Version - opens a treasure
house of Bible study possibilities for those who wish to
understand the Scripture better. It's use will allow the
novice student to read the original text without losing
valuable time to look up the meaning of the Hebrew &
Greek words in the Hebrew & Greek lexicons. There is
no substitute for a first hand knowledge of the original
text. However since only a small minority of Bible
students retain an easy reading comprehension of the
original text, the Interlinear Bible is a welcome aid to
Bible students, laymen, and pastors who wish to
continue working with the original languages.
For those wanting to retain language abilities for
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research or recreation, this volume contains the Gospel
of Matthew in Interlinear format and the Gospel of Mark
in parallel format in Hebrew, Latin, Greek, English,
German, and French.
This is the Revised Interlinear Greek-English New Testament
portion of the only complete Interlinear Bible to ever include
all the Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek words, with the meaning
of each word underneath the word, and a Strong's number
over each word. In the left margin is The Literal Translation of
the Bible, and in the right column is the King James Version.
The side columns enable the reader to see the Bible words in
their proper sentence order and review how the original King
James Version was translated. This opens a treasure house
of Bible study possibilities for those who wish to understand
scripture better. Without any knowledge of Greek, anyone
can easily see and understand the exact translation of the
original Biblical languages and compare this to the King
James Version or any of the new versions. Use of this
Interlinear Greek-English New Testament allows the novice
student to read the meaning of every word in the original
Greek text without losing valuable time looking up the
meaning in Greek lexicons or dictionaries. At the same time,
it's use allows anyone seeking to review lexicons,
dictionaries, or concordances for a more extensive searching
of the scriptures, to quickly access those references works
through the inclusion of Strong's number above every single
Greek word. There is no substitute for a first hand knowledge
of the original text. However, since only a small minority of
theological students retain an easy reading comprehension of
the original text. The Interlinear Greek-English New
Testament is a welcome aid to students and pastors who
wish to continue working with the original languages. Every
pastor, Bible student, teacher, and serious Christian needs
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toget this work. No library is complete without it. Translated
from the Greek Textus Receptus (same as the King James
Version). Improvements in Revised Edition: Strong's numbers
have been corrected, Strong's number have been placed
above every Greek word, whereas prior editions didn't
Strong's number some of the more common words.
Additionally, the King James Version text has been added for
translation comparison. Side columns have been changed to
verse paragraph format in conformity with most Bibles and
allowing easier comparison to those Bibles. Newly typeset
edition in a new 6 1/2" by 9 1/2" size, and bound in genuine
limp leather, gold edges, rounded corners with a ribbon
marker.
This complete interlinear Bible, available in English, is keyed
to "Strong's Exhaustive Concordance." Featuring the
complete Hebrew and Greek texts with a direct English
rendering below each word, it also includes the literal
translation of the Bible in the outside column.
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